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On "Ode on a Grecian Urn" 

Keats' "Ode on a Grecian Urn" has been subject to several interpretations since it first 
appeared. The endless swirl of polemics, stemming chiefly from the "mystery" of the 
last lines, began \Vith T. S. Eliot's infamous statement ("this line strikes me as a serious 
blemish on a beautiful poem" 1) and proceeded with the consecutive commentaries of 
several critics devoted to the New Criticism 2 or the French "explication de texte ."3 
Finally, Helen Vendler-1 published a collection of essays on the Odes which was the first 
to consider the poem as being itself a possible interpretation of an aesthetic 
experience. 1 

1 T. S. Eliot, "Dante" in G. S. Fraser, ed., Keats: Odes (London: Macmillan , 1989), p. 128. 
2 Such as Cleanth Brooks an<l Kenneth Burke: Cleanth Brooks , "Keats' Sylvan Historian" 111 The lf''el/-
Wrot(ghl Urn (Brace: Dennis Dobson and Hardcourt, 1944); Kenneth Burke, "Symbolic Action in a Poem 
by Keats" in G. S. Fraser. 
3 Leo Spitzer, "Ode on a Grecian Urn, or Content vs. Metagrammar" in Essays 011 Et(gfi.rh and A111erica11 
Literature (Princeton: N . J., 1962). 
-1 Helen Vendler, "Ode on a Grecian Urn" in The Odes of John Keats (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University 
Press, 1983). 
; Helen Vendler interprets the Ode as consecutive propositions of three hypotheses about aesthetic 
experience. The first is historical or mythological aiming at other people (first stanza), while the second is 
allegorical, archetypal and ideal aiming at our human aspirations (second and third stanza). Both of them 
are rejected in the fourth stanza where the urn "is most trnly described as a self-contained, anonym ous 
world, complete in itself , which asks from us an empathic identification supremely free both of factual 
inquir y and of self interest ," although it contains no answer to the major yuestions of origin and end. i\ll 
through the poem , however, the main questio n arises from the "dilemma of the subject matt er and the 
medium, of mm and marble," that is to say from the coexistence of "th e sensory participation in the 
represen ted scene and the intellectual awareness of the medium." (This latter one always disturb s the 
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This paper is meant to be a response to the challenges mentioned above and 
by the combination of strict close-reading with a hermeneutic approach will hopefully 
offer some new insights into the Ode. 

SPECTATOR AND ARTIST: THE TWOFOLD SITUATION OF THE SPEAKER 

Accepting that this poem by Keats is "a possible interpretation of an aesthetic 
experience" requires an account of the initial situation of the speaker who, by being 
spectator and artist at the same time, combines two apparently contradictory intentions: 
interpretation, which is a penetration inside a work of art, and creation, which is the 
expression of something "from inside." It will be argued that these two activities 
interchange in the poem, and how the intent of interpretation turns necessarily into 
creation. 

If we consider Leo Spitzer's argument that the Ode, by being The Ode on -
and not to - a Grecian Urn implies a commentary, 6 we may assert that the initial 
situation of the speaker is that of a spectator. But the effect of being a "commentary," 
which suggests a certain distance bet\veen the speaker and his subject, immediately 
disappears when the speaker addresses and anthropomorphises the urn. Thus, while 
the title expresses a "pre-poetic" state in which the speaker intends to write on an 
imaginary artefact (in the third person singular), the first line, with the appearance of 
the urn called into being, indicates a more intimate relationship with the obJect (thott). 
This personification seems to be the first step of both the proces~ of the interpretation, 
which ultimately aims - without ever reaching it - at a self-identification with the object 
(that it becomes I )7 and the poetic intention of expression, which requires that the 
object be a part of the subject (I again). We must, however, differentiate the "concrete" 
object that the speaker pretends to sec from the questions (not rhetorical but real 

sensory participation.) The final statement of the urn is then "the pandox1ul union Df stimuli to senc;atiu:1 
and thought alike." But we must realise "that it makes an announcement from the speciAl perspective of its 
own being [ ... J from its own eternity at once so li_berating and so limited." It is fir,ally a "self-elucidating 
speech," since the urn "is only a silent Jom1 when the wrong kinds of truth are asked of it." The urn "speaks 
the only language that Keats can invent which he believes adequate to an eternal being [ ... J the bare 
prepositional form and the diction of Platonic abstraction." 
6 Spitzer p. 84. 
7 "Titere is in principle no radical separation between the work of art and the person ,1.·ho experiences it." 

See Gadamer, "The Relevance of the Beautiful" in The Relevance of the Beautiful and Other Essays (Cambridge 
University Press, 1986), p. 28. 
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questions) accompanied by the vivid visions that this object inspires him to articulate. 
From that difference we can distinguish poetry from perception in one context and, in 
another one, poetry from sculpture and ''active" interpretation from "p assive" visual 
experiencc. 8 \v'hat do we know about the urn it self? Almost nothi ng. It is a shape, the 
juxtaposition of human but not humane empty forms, a static brede made of marble.9 
\'\bat makes it a work of art is "the invocation of a potentially whole and hol y or der of 
things" and "the experience of the bcau tiful." 10 The consideration that invocation 
requires perception and experience requires interpretation (in addition to the fact that 
even the existence of the urn results from the speaker's imagination) means at the same 
time that the urn would remain a dead shape without the vivid scenes of the world 
"be hind " it, without the visions of the po et, that is to say, without poetry. 

In Phaedrus Plato suggests that "it is by virtue of the beautiful that we are able 
to acquire a lasting remembrance of the true \vorld." 11 \'v'ith regard to Plato's influence 
being implicit in the poem, we may ask how the speaker - wear ing the mask of an 
interpreter - intends to grasp the true world (the truth), the tran scendence of the work 
of art - already evoked by the word urn connoting both art and death. 

The completed form never exists as a concrete aspect of the wo rk. ( ... ) It is 
constituted in the mind of the interpreter as the work discloses itself in 
response to his questioning. But this dialogue bet,veen work and interpreter is 
endless . The hermeneutic understandin g is always, by its very nature, lagging 
behind: to understand something is to realise that one has always known it, 
but, at the same time, to face the mystery of his hidden knowkdge. 12 

8 "TI1is is the paradox of interpr etation, that the subjec t mat ter is the same and each interpretation 
different' ' See R. E. Palmer, "Gadamer's Diale ctical Hermeneutics" in Hermc11mtics (N orth western 
Unive rsity Pre ss, 1969), p. 211. 
9 Cf. Gadamer, The Relevance of the Beautiful p. 26: "Kant has a remarkable doct rine. He defended the view 
that in painting, form is the vehicle of beauty. Colour, on the other hand, is supposed to be simply a 
stimulu s, a matt er of sensuous affection that remains subjective and thus nothing to do with its genuine 
art istic or aesthetic formation." 
10 Gadamer, The RP!eva11ce of the Beautiful (italics mine) p 32. 
11 Gadamer's terming, in The Relevance of the Bm11tifulp. 15. 
12 Paul de Man , "Form and Inten t in the American New Crit icism" in B!i11d11ess and Insight (London: 
Routled ge, 1993), p. :Q. 
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However strange it may seem, the Ode, by being "in the words of Theophile 
Gautier 'une transposition d'art,"' 13 an attempt to express a visual work of art through 
the medium of language or in this case through a sequence of interrogations, shows a 
surprising similarity with the "dialectical hermeneutics" of Gadamer described in Truth 
and Method.14 If we face the fact that Keats, in a letter written to Benjamin Baily in 1817 
(two years before the composition of the Ode), had already declared: 

I am certain of nothing but the holiness of the Heart's affections and the truth 
of Imagination. - \Vhat the Imagination seizes as Beauty must be truth -
whether it existed before or not--, 15 

we \vill not try to overanalyse the "meaning" of the urn's utterance 16 (it seems like a 
romantic aphorism with a self-evident meaning, or - with reference to Paul de Man's 
assumption - the realisation of something that the speaker has always known and, at 
the same time, the acknowledgement of the mystery of his hidden knowledge), but 
rather explain \vhy this statement is the only possible ending of the poem both 
syntactically and semantically. First of all, accepting Gadamer's view "that the work of 
art [both the imaginary urn and the poem itself ] speaks to us as a work and not as a 
bearer of a message," 17 we can surmise that the "essence" of both the urn and the 
poem cannot be found in the last lines but in the process of questioning, 111 the 
speaker's struggle, inspired by the imaginary urn, for its understanding. Thus the aim is 
not necessarily the graspmg of the transcendent world of the urn, but the process of 
the struggle itself, which, besides being valuable in itself will, however, reach 
transcendency- not by atta111111g its initial goal: the complete self-identification with the 
object - but by becoming itself a work of art: a poem. Before going into the details of 
this struggle led by the poet-interpreter, I would like to amplify the problem of the 

11 Spitzer p. 72. 
1• The task of hermeneutics is '''to bring the text out of the alienation in which it finds himself back into the 
living present of dialogue, whose primordial fulfilment is question and answer." Gadamer, Tmth 011d lt-1ethod, 
quoted by Palmer p. 200. 
15 ]'vl Buxton, ed., The Letters ojjohn Keats (London: Oxford University Press, 1960), p. 67. 
16 As did Burke who, by asserting that the statement of the urn has the function to solve the original 
contradiction between science and art, neglected the difference bettveen reality and truth and did not take 
into consideration either Plato's philosophy or the fact that the close relation between beauty and truth was 
almost a common place in the 19th century. (Probably that is why T. S. Eliot considered it "a serious 
blemish on a beautiful poem.") 
17Gadarner, The Releva11ce of the Beo11tifu! p. 33. 
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relationship between the urn and the speaker with a brief reflection on the 
"Apollonian" and "Dionysian" elements of the text. 

DREA l'vt.Ai'\JD ECSTASY 

As several critics 18 have pointed out alluding to The Bitth of Tragerfy by Nietzsche, one 
can find Dionysian and Apollonian elements in the ode. Disagreeing with those who 
tried to prove that the first three stanzas are the objectivation of Dionysiac art while 
the fourth stanza describes a typically Apollonian scene, I would suggest that the 
alternation of the Apollonian and Dionysiac elements does not result from the 
succession of the scenes but from the fact that the "subjective" fantasies of the speaker 
are framed by the "objective" static shape of the urn. 19 

Apart from the attributes quoted below, Nietzsche characterises Apollonian art 
by closeness, immobility, rigidity and moderation, and compares Apollonian 
consciousness to a thin veil hiding the Dionysiac world. 2'1 It is almost obvious then, 
that it is the Attic Shape that corresponds to the Apollonian and not the scene 
described in the fourth stanza as Spitzer and Bowra assumed. The fact that those parts 
of the first three stanzas which describe ecstatic, wild scenes accompanied by music 
and never ending desire are Dionysiac is beyond doubt. But in order to prove that the 
fourth stanza belon gs also to the Dion ysiac realm , we will see first what Niet%sche says 

10 :\I. Howra "Ode on a Grecian L'rn" in The Ro111a11tic lmagi11atio11 (Oxfor d Univer sity Press , 1961), anJ 
Spirzer among o ther s. 
19 Patrick Bridgwater, ,"\.ietzscbe i11 A11glosaxo11y (Leicester University Press, 1972), p. 23: "contrasting Homer, 
'the aged dreamer sunk in himself, rhe type of the .Apollonian naive artist' with ,\rchilochus, 'the 
subjectiYelv willing anJ desiring rmn lthe Dton ysiac geniu s!' Nie tzsche remarks that 'here the objectiYC 
artist is confronted by the firsr sub jecti\'e artist. "' Nietzsche, The Bi,tb of Tragedy, transl. Sh~un \v11itesiJe 
(l,ondon: Pen guin Book s, 1993), pp. 16-17: "Ap ollo, the deity of all plastic forces 1---1, the Jeit y of light , 
also holds sway over the beaun ful illusion of the inner fanta sy world. I-.. ] But the dream image I- . ] need s 
that restraining boundar y, rhat freedom from wilder impul ses, that sagacious calm of the sculpt or god. [ ... ] 
!Apollo isl the glorious divine image of the principium individuationis, from whose gestures and looks all 
the delight , wisdom and beauty of 'illusion' speak to us." !The Dion ysiac:j ,,the blissful ecstas y which, 
prompted by the fragmentati on of rhe principium individuationi s, rises up from man 's innermost core , 
indeed from nature. [ ... J UnJer the influence of the narcotic potion [Nietzsche uses the analogy of 
int oxication! hymned by all primitive men anJ peoples, or in the powerful approach of the spnn g, Jovfully 
penetrating the whole of the nature, those Dion ysiac urges are awakeneJ , and as the y grow more intense , 
subjectivity becomes a complete forgetting of the self." 
211 Nietzsche, pp . 17-27. 
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abo ut the Dionysiac art and then analyse - now only from this approach - th e scene in 
question. 

Tho se Dion ysiac urge s are awakened, and as they grow more intens e, 
subject ivity becomes a com plete forge tting of the self. [ ... ] Not on ly is the 
bond between man an d man sealed by the Dionysiac magic: alienated, hostil e 
or sub jugated nature. too , celebrate s her re concilia tion with her lost son, ma n. 
[ ... J Singin g and dan cing, man express es him self as a memb er of high er 
community: he has for go tten how to walk and talk, and is about to fly dancin g 
int o the heavens. His gesture expn:ss ench ant ment. [ ... ] In th e Dionysiac 
dith yramb, man's symb olic facultie s are rou sed to their suprem e int ensi ty: a 
feeling never befor e experienced is strugglin g for expre ssion - the destructi on 
of the veil of Maya ... 2t 

"The imagery of the pious sacrifice f .. -1 suggests a bond of communication between 
the levels." - asserts Burke. 22 

Although I would ra the r say that the leap (in the Kierkegaardian sense of th e 
word) to transccndency rem ains a mere attempt, a desire (the whole scene takes place 
on the ground, the "heifer" is just "lowin g at the skies," the mystery of the "priest" is 
unrevealed), it 1s true that the "whol e populati on takes part in th e ritual" 21 and the 
scene empha sises not individual but communal life. Th e "altar " is "green ," and the 
"little town ," wher ever it is, is related to natur e. Instead of the _Apollonian unity and 
individuali ty we find the plurality of "skies," th e community of the "folk " and the 
undetermined scenery. The scene is naturalistic ("heifer lowing") instead of bein g 
artificial and even has a baroq uish atmos phe re evoked by the "silken flanks with 
garlands drest" and the oxym oron : "peac eful citad el." Onl y the fram e, the "little town" 
sugges ts the harmon y of a gentle world . In add.it.ion to all these, speech is excluded 
from this scen e as well as from the others (onl y animal lowing can be heard here) and 
"silken flanks" can even refer to the "lower sens e" of touch. 

The possibility of makin g a distinction be tween the urn itself (tog eth er with th e 
pictures that it depicts ) repre senting the Apollonian part and the vivid visions of th e 
narrator repre senting the Di onysian part also means that the beh olding and desirin g 
subject mu st be regarde d separatel y from the visual object. O n the other hand, placing 
the probl em in the context of Hcid egger, we may even say, that the ode is th e 

2 1 Nietz sche , pp. 17, 18, 21. 
22 Burke, P- 115. 
2:\ Bro oks, p. 131. 
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representation par excellence of the "aes thetic tension " between "earth" (repre sented by 
the urn as a pure object ) and '\ vorld " (repres ented by the speaker). 24 

To make a brief summary of all that has been said, we can conclude that the 
poem seems to be the expression of a process of interpretation and so rai ses the 
problem of the subjcc r-ob 1ecr relati onship. Furthermore , the fact that the object is a 
visual artefact whereas the subj ect necessa rily uses the medium of language , adds a new 
dimension to the initial pro blem. 

'THIS 0B5Cl "R5: 0BTECf OF DESIRE" 

Concentrating on the speak er's interpretation of the urn (and regardles s of its 
represent atio n as a pur e ob iect, an "Attic shape"), a conspicuous parallelism ,vill be seen 
between the anthropomorphised work of art (the first three lines), the subject of the 
scenes animated bY the speaker'~ imagina tion , the subj ect matter of the poem (as it was 
defined abm ·e) and th e reade r 's approach to the poe tic text, which comes down to their 
sharing the theme of , tri-1g___2le for an unr eachable goal. 

1. The first rhrcc lines repr esen t the urn as the "unmvished bride of quietn ess," 
the ''.foster-child of silence and slow time," and a ".rylvan historian ." "Unravished" and 
"bride " invoke inP.ocence and purit y as well as the still un satisfied desire of "quietness," 
"foster -child" reflects the ambiguity of her nature b eing different from silence and slow 
time, and ",y h-.1n" connoung the natura l, the unc onsc ious, the mysterious and the 
unknown seem s to be in contra st with "historian ." Thus, despite the ostensible 
harmon y, the initia l l.ine, con tain an inherent tensi on ·which derives from h er being 
"no t entireh· rhe :'ame :-is ... " and, as a result, are the mirror image of the tension 
betwee n the subject and the object. (Anyway, only a functional - not artistic - ob ject 
could be mereh- ,ilen:, ']Uiet or the w:itness of history. ) 

2. The rcpresenccd forms of the scenes show attih 1des of pursuit and flight (of 
desire acrornp:::11cd nece~-arily by the above menti oned tension ), of music-making, and 
of sacrifice aiming at - or desiring - the initiation to tran sce denc y. 

24 The buildi:1g up of "earri1 " and the exhibit ion o f "wor ld" are the two basic tendencies of a work of art. 
The aesthetic tm.,ir,11 i, de; cribed in terms of the intr isiac ten sion between "earth", as the creative ground of 
things, and "w orld" I .. !- Th e work of art, as a happening in which truth comes to uncon cealment , 
represents a capru nng of this creative tension in a form. Tirn s it brings into th e realm of being as a who le 
and hold s op en to man the inne r struggle between earth and world . I-.. J "Bea uty is a way that truth as 
unconce alment happen s" :--r. Heidegger, The OrigiH of the lf7ork of Art, 1935, (JUOted by' Palmer, p. 159. 
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3. The poem itself represents the speaker's struggle for the complete 
understanding and the expression of a work of art which is, moreover, personified as 
female (bride). Since this understanding is as impossible as the possession of the 
maidens or the leap to transcendency , we can surmise that the pictures on the urn are 
not just typical Greek scenes representing typically ideal states of being (in the Platonic 
sense of the word), but they are also the symbols of the interpretation itself. 

4. However, while we, the readers of the poem try to approach a poetic text 
with the help of everyday language, the speaker uses the medium of poetic language to 
approach a visual work o f art. T his "poetic intention" raises both the question whether 
the expression of a visual, timeless work of art (timeless in its abstract and concrete 
sense) is possible by the "temporal art" of language and whether the distance between 
spectacle and spectator can ever be destroyed by language. But we must not forget that 
there is a difference between the language of poetry and that of prose. 25 \'v'hile 
discursive prose is referential, rational, linear and reflects the concept of time by its very 
nature (each verb has a temporal aspect), poetic language can be closer to visual and 
musical arts. In the following, we will see through the close readin g of the poem how 
the speaker approaches the visual and the musical, and why the "poetic" text ends with 
a "cold" philosophical sentenc e (both in the mor al and the grammatical sense of the 
word). Thus, from now on, we will concentrate on the question of poetic language and 
on its mediatory function between the conscious mind and a visual artefact . 

. . . romantic thou ght and romantic poetry seem to come so close to giving in 
completely to the no stalgia for the object that it beco mes difficult to 
distingui sh betw een object and image, between imagin ation and perception, 
between an expre ssive or constitutive and a mimetic or literal language . [ ... ) 
... critics who speak of a 'happy relationship' between matter and 
consciousness fail to realise that the ver y fact that the relationship has to be 

z, Cf. Paul de Man, "Lyric and Mod ernity" in Bli11d11ess and lnsigbt (Lond on: Routl edge, 1993), p. 168: "ln 
eighte enth cen tur y speculations about the origins of language, the assertion that the archaic langu age is that 
of poetry, the cont emporary or mod ern language tha t of prose is a commonplace. Vico, Rouss eau, and 
Herder, to men tion on ly the most famous nam es, all assert the priority of poetr y over pr ose , often with a 
value-emphasis that seems to inteqm , t the ioss of spont aneity as a decline f ... J. fie this as it may, it remains 
th at regardless of valu e judgements, the definition of poetry as th e first langu age gives it an archaic, ancient 
<1uality that is the opposi te of mod ern, wher eas the deliberate, cold and ration al charac ter of discursive 
prose , whi ch can only imitate or repr esent the original impuise if it does no t ignore it altogether, would be 
the true language of modernit y. The same assump tion appe ars du ring the eighteenth cen n1ry, with 'm usic' 
sub stih1ting for 'poetr y' and oppos ed to language or literature as an equivalen t of pro se." 
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established within the medium of language indicates that it does not exist in 
actuality. 26 

TIME, MUSIC AND STRUCTURE 

Accepting that timelessness is one of the most dominant features of both the world 
that the urn invokes and of visual art itself, we will examine how the poetic language 
approaches this timelessness and how the structure of the poem reveals at the same 
time the temporal nature of both the process of interpretation and the poetic discourse. 
We will see also, that the alternation of timelessness and temporality, and the sudden 
changes of tone correspond to that "game" of engagement-disengagement which is so 
characteristic of the critical attitude.2' 

Despite the inherent tension, which anticipates not only the theme of desire, 
but also the opposition between mobility-immobility ("quietness"), audible-
inaudible("silence"), time-timelessness ("slow time"), the first three lines of the ode 
invoke harmony and represent a contrast to mortality. Since time is implicitly present in 
the succession of "bride," "child" and "historian" (connoting old age) which, by 
meeting in the urn (connoting death) imply the suppression of human life-time. 

In the next lines, by a sudden change of tone, the quietnes s turns into struggle 
(invoking both the possibility of death and conception, so both the end and the 
beginning of life), ecstasy, violence and madness, the "bride" into "maidens lath," the 
silence into music, and, on the syntactical and morphological level, the singular turns 
into plural and the positive description into perplexed questions. Although immobility 
is replaced by movements, the absence of verbs (the temporal aspect of language ) 
remains a remarkable feature of the propositions. 

The second stanza, carrying on the theme of music, starts with the sudden 
interruption of the philosophical mind disturbing the stream of the overwhelming 
visions, that never permits the definitive surrender of the subject to the object. The 
next three lines anticipate "dost tease us out of thought" by asking the pipes to "play 
on" and therefore resuming the broken exaltation. The questions followed by a 
statement change into exclamations and the excitement is rendered even more 
perceptible by the language strucrures which render the swirl of the propositions 
comparable to the incantation of initiation ceremonies (anticipating the second scene). 

2r, Paul <le Man, The Rhetoric o(Roma11ticism (New York: Columbia University Press, 1984), p. 7. 
27 Helen Vcne<ller (The Odes of Joh11 Keats p. 126) uses the expres sion "enga geme nt -disengagment" in a 
slightely different sense than I do here. 
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The vocabulary is very simple, but through the repetition of central words, sounds and 
syntactic patterns accompanied by an always intensifying rhythm, the description 
reaches an almost ecstatic level. Thus, the theme of music (the non-referentiality 28 

where the high pitched sound of the pipe is in harmoniou s accordance with the low 
pitched sound of the timbrel s) is accompanied by the musicality of the language, which 
stands in opposition with referential everyday language ("parching tongue"), based on 
the concepts of time, space and oppositions. It is not surprising then, that human 
speech is excluded from the ideal world and is replaced by music or by animal lowing. 
The only verb alluding to speech is negated ("nor ever bid") and the non-uttered word 
1s a loan-word ("adieu"). After examining how poetry approaches the non-referentiality 
of transcendency, let us see what the means are by which it invokes timelessness. 

As verbs reflect the temporal aspect of language, verblessness, which is not 
only a characteristic of the first stanza but of the following stanzas as well, can be a 
means to bring the langu:ige closer to the timeless nature of the urn. In the majority of 
cases verbs are replaced by present participles emphasising the never-beginning and 
never-ending nature of the actions. Even if a verb appears in the description of the 
scenes , it is either a negated modal verb - stressing on the one hand the 11011-referential 
narure of the "ideal" word (in the second stanza) as opposed to "reality" ·where verbs 
(the concept of time) do have sense, and on the other the impo_ssibility ("cannot," 
" t " " " " " ) f 11 I . 'bi . th I cans not, never can nor ever can etc. o a t 1at 1s posst e 111 e tempora 
\Votld -, or it describes a state instead of an action or a positive: - not negated -
experience ("are," "is"). (Fer time being the quotient of movement and space, if one of 
them - in this case movement - is mis sing, time become s undefinable. ) The three 
exceptions to the rule are as follows: 1. ''plqy on" (it does no t require any comment ) 2. 
"Pipe to the spirit ditties of no tone" (it can be explained by the facts that the word pipe 
is repeated four times in three stanzas, that the only verb form in \Vhich it appears is 
this imperative, that it always designates perpetuity - once made explicit by " for enr'' -
and that it is almost an onomat opoeia increasing the musical effect of the description -
music being the non-referential and the ideal art- ); 3. ''fead'.rf' (it can well be du e to the 
context giving to it some special connotation s, such as initiation or elevation t 0 

28 T o solve the paradox that sculptur e is a referent -i>il :1rt bu t the ideal tha t language tl'les to app roach is non -
refcrcntial, we must rake again into consideration that the object is not beautiful in itself but become , 
bea,ltiful in the eyes of the beholder, because it has the capacit y to illvoke the beautiful. This is what Bowra 
(p. 141) calls the "indefinable 'other. "' I t means that althongh a visual art efact can well be refer ential , the 
urn evokes a world beyond all referenc es. Instead of imitatin g or depictin g a real re ferent , it is as schematic 
as an icon made to represent not "reality" but "truth." 
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transcendency). Thus the only verb standing in opposition with the previous ones is 
"leaves," which is neither modal, nor negated and invokes the past as well as the 
concept of movement. 

The sudden reminiscence of reality (last lines of the 3rd stanza) at the end of 
the first scene representing an eternal "before the orgy" state where the predominant 
senses are sight and hearing (not requiring an immediate relationship with the object) 
shows man "after the orgy" with the sense of taste and an immediate pain in his head. 
As a result, the prevailing verblessness with its suspension at the end of the scene 
reflect the contrast between the object (timeless) and the beholding subject (temporal). 

Regarding the atemporal aspect of visionary language resulting from the 
absence of verbs, we can thus conclude that the description of the scenes seems to be 
in contrast with the rest of the poem. But the rest, however, may well be as non-
referential as the visions intend to be, since each verb is used in the future tense. It is 
the future tense, by the way, that makes each proposition at the same time universally 
and eternally true (as opposed to actually real) and non-referential. The last stanza of 
the poem expresses this nos talgia for timelessne~s the most acutely, by stressing the 
temporal nature of human life. Each word of the line "\Vhen old age shall this 
generation waste" stands in opposition with the visions and the urn itself. 

However, we will see later that despite verblessness and musicality which 
permit the invocation of the ideal world, the speaker is not able to detach himself from 
reality, as language cannot be non-referential. 

In the second scene ( 4th stanza), the previous descripti on is altered by 
questions, the speaker approaches the urn again and, by carrying on verblessness and 
by giving proof of the impossibility to choose between opposite things (the scenery is 
either a mountain or a river or a seashore - the earthly extremes of the vertical axe.), 
emphasises the contrast between reality and the scene depicted on the urn. (The details 
and the "meaning" of this interrogative description have been already analysed.) But 
the visions are unexpectedly disturbed by the sudden intervention of the conscious 
mind (and of the future tense). 

Thus, through a kind of demystification, the speaker (and the reader) realise s 
that there is no way back to the past (the "little town" is sudd enly taken for real and 
no t for imaginary), it remains silent for ever. The renunciation of further que stions also 
means a capitulation to mystery. The fifth stanza reflects this distance, as if the speaker 
had been teased out not of thoughts but of the ecstatic state which reflected the fallacy 
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that the spectator could ever become one with the objcct. 29 The climax of this 
identification was reached in fact at the very moment when the imaginary was taken for 
real, but, by a sudden transiti on, it led immediately to its extreme opposite: the 
definitive detachment of the subject from the object. 

The eternal present of the scenes turns into actual present and, as in an 
"eternal recurrence," the speaker addresses the urn again. This time, however, he doe s 
not anthropomorphise it into brid e, child or historian: the urn is simpl y (as it was in 
that pre-poetic state ) an At tic shape with "brede of marble men." Although the speaker 
resumes the initial orgiastic scene, it seems, since his point of view is in the actual 
present and he consider s his visions as the past, tha t the scene has somewhat chan ged 
its character. Apart from bein g completely inert without the vivid visions of the speaker 
(besides the already mentioned "brede / Of marble ... ," the sublime "happy boughs " 
became realistic "forest bran ches"), the "trodden weed" and the word "overwrought' 
invoke a development in time as well which is in contrast with the original timelessn ess. 
Th ese lines reflect then that even if the work o f art is eternal, the proces s of 
int erpretation is necessaril y related to the concept of time . i\s for the urn itself, it seems 
that by the end of the poem it has regained its definitiv e close ness and plasticity . 

As a result, the last lines hold a paradox on the cont extual level.3° \Vherca s they 
are preceded by a conscious state of mind - the subjec t is detached from the object - , 
which is similar to the pre-poetic state of the title ( but only like two points abo ve each 
other on a spiral) and add to the effect of circularity corresponding to the shape of the 
urn, the urn itself suddenl y speaks, takes the "right to speak" from the speaker , and 
therefo re (by going beyond the simple personification which required a beh olding 
sub ject) becomes similar to the autonomous subj ect. T hu s, in stead of remain ing a 
personified object being par t of the speaker 's imaginati on, it obtai ns the status of a re[,.! 
per son. Although this paradox could be easily solved if we considered it as the end o f a 
proc ess of interpretation , \Vhen the interpreter finally grasps the "message" of the 
object, it will be argued tl1at the solution, if the re is any, is no t as simple as that. 

Befo re goin g int o any further analysis of the lasr lines we can conclud e from 
the structure of the ode, impl ying the above mentioned game of eng ageme nt -
disengagement, that the speaker, while trying to des troy temporality through th ,: poetic 

29 Niet zsche, p . 18 about the Dion ysiac magic: "Man 1s no longer an arti st, he has become a work of art: che 
artistic powe r o f the whole of narur e reveals itself to the sup1-cme g ratification of the prim al Onene ss 
amidst the paroxysm s of in toxication ." 
311 For the o ther parad oxes either in the whole po~m or onl y in the se lines, see Brooks. 
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language, remains aware of the impossibility of destroying the temporal nature of either 
the process of interpretation or the poetic discourse. 

"lf7HO CANST THUS EXPRESS 

A £'LOWERY TALE MORE SU:'EEILY THAN OUR RHYME" 

To examine the final statement, we should first give an account of another, maybe 
unintentional means of expressing non-referentiality, and then consider how the poem 
reflects - intentionally - the referential nature of language, and how "dialectical 
hermeneutics" tries to approach the essence of the work of art. 

The above quoted proposition reveals (besides its self-evident "meaning") an 
interesting feature of the vocabulary of the ode, which is the recurrence of the word 
"sweet." The frequent use of this word may seem strange, as in spite of the fact that it 
refers to the lower sense of taste, it designates a quality that by the comparison 
becomes the supreme quality, necessarily "truth." Since it reappears in the second stanza 
in connection with music, we can inquire what could inspire this choice. The reader can 
hardly answer the question unless the word alludes to another text. J\s it well-known, 
Keats' diction is full of Shakespearean reminiscences; an antecedent of this use of 
"sweet" may probably be found in Sonnet 54: 

0 how much more doth beauty beauteous seem 
By that sweet ornament which truth doth give! 

,\ccepting Helen Vendler's assumption that "Sweetness and beauty are two of 
Shakespeare's constituting categories of value, standing respectively for inward virtue 
and outward show," 31 we may propose that "sweet" in the Ode has that Shakespearean 
connotation. If we accept that intertextuality increases the effect of "irreality," the 
above observation will not seem a mere acte l,ratttii. 

J\s for the grammatical features of the proposition, in vain does it seem to be a 
positive statement (about the um), it reflects the incapability ( of the speaker) to express 
what these tales arc actually like. He cannot do anything but compare it to the 
"rhymes" (sculpture versus poetry) and stress the superiority of the urn by alluding to 
poetry which this work of art is vot. 

31 Helen Vendler. The Art r;f S hakeJpe11re 's Sonnets (Harvard University Press, 1997), p. 98. 
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Gradation and negation, being the predominant features of the langu age of the 
ode , reflect then the difficulty to expres s what th e urn (the symbol of transcendent art) 
actually is, '>Vithout referring to th e human world. This problem rises in the second and 
the third stan zas as well, which descr ibe the "id eal" word by negating the "r eal" on e, as 
if th e previ ous one was inexpressible by languag e. The fact that the visions of the 
scen es do not cont ain a single statement only interrogations and verbless or neg ated 
exclamations (according to :\ri sto tle32 the verble ss structures cannot be called 
statem ent), seems to supp or t th e idea that nothing can be said po sitively about the 
world of th e urn . 

If we add to all that has been said the distincti on made by Heide gger in The 
Origin of the IVork of Ar t betw een the charac teristics of a "t hin g" and the "thin g" itself, 
which assumes that the essen ce o f this latter is not identifiable from all its various 
characteristics, we can conclude - for in the str eam of questi ons each interro gative is 
either "w hat" or "w ho" (instea d of "wh at is it like," "w hy" or "w her e") -, th at the ode 
repr esents a desperate stru ggle to grasp the "ess ence" of the urn throu gh a desc ripti on, 
which is an attempt that n ecessarily ends in failure. 

It seems th en, that the final phil oso phical stat em ent does not stand for a kind 
of illuminati on rising from the aesthetic experience, bu t is a kn owledge(!), that one can 
hav e on earth without being able to make th e final leap to transcendency. It is the 
mes sage of the urn - and a message can be articulated, '>Vherea s the essence seems to be 
inexp ress ible. (If we accepted th at this statement represents tl1e essenc e, we should also 
accept the superiority of abs tract philo sophical langu age ov er poetr y and the visu al 
arts.) 

How ever, '>Ve must not forget that this statem ent is not made by th e spea ker 
but by the urn and that it closes a poem in which the speaker himself has not made any 
statement. If we assume that the urn (now separa ted from the beholder) is tl1e 
transcendent art it self, we do not expec t it to speak th e poetic langua ge of the gazer 
which intended to be a medium of trnnscendenc y, but the on ly language which can 
express the nature o f the transcendency itself, the only gen era l truth expr essible by 
words. Th e poet-interpreter, never bein g iden tical with his object cannot mak e a 
statement, but the urn, bein g a subject identical with its object, can. The urn sp eaks the 
abstract (n eithe r perce ptible - silent-, nor referential) langua ge of its own eternity th at 
cann ot be compared to poetry . It dwells in "another dim ension ." Thu s the speaking of 
the "silent" urn doesn 't deny th e value of the process of interpretati on (by sugg estin g 

12 i\ri sztotele s;:, ffmneneutika (Debrece n: Koss uth Ki.inyvkiad(>, 1994), p. 16. 
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that the interpreter couldn't catch the essence), but rather represents ultimate poetry, 
where the object of the speaker becomes an autonomous subject. 

At the same time, however, we all know that the silent shape is rendered 
expressive and vivid only by the speaker's imagination, which permits the dead form to 
become a "flowery tale," a poem. Hence, in spite of the fact that the speaker is not able 
to reach the ultimate goal of the 111terpretation, the complete self-identification with the 
obJect, he can express this struggle with the object and can also create a new work of 
art, which is not the mere interpretation of an already existing one. As a result, the 
object of interpretation turns out to be a source of inspiration, and the only means by 
which one can grasp the transcendency of art turns out to be creation. 
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